
1 INTRODUCTION 

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) provide a 
comprehensive, standardized and neutral data model 
to enable the exchange of digital building models. 

Although IFC models are able to represent a wide 
variety of buildings, they are not explicitly well suited 
for exchanging product data models of infrastructure 
constructions such as roads, bridges or tunnels. Addi-
tionally, IFC does not support the exchange of models 
implementing the concept of different levels of detail 
(LoD), which is widely used in the GIS domain and 
particularly useful for the display of a product 
model’s geometry in varying scales. This multi-scale 
representation is particularly important in the context 
of planning infrastructure projects like tunnels, as 
they typically extend over long distances. For the 
routing of the alignment, a kilometer scale is required, 
while a centimeter scale needs to be considered for 
the detailed design of connection points and to avoid 
spatial conflicts. 

This paper presents a proposal for a shield tunnel 
product model based on the IFC under consideration 
of preliminary work by Yabuki (Yabuki et al., 2007; 
Yabuki et al., 2013). It is based on a formerly pub-
lished conceptual proposal (Borrmann & Jubierre, 
2013; Borrmann et al., 2014a, 2014b) and further en-
hances this approach in the scope of considering 
downward compatibility aspects. It shows the general 

concept for this space oriented approach to describe 
shield tunnel models by extending the IFC and the in-
tegration of multiple levels of detail into the IFC 
standard. Additionally, we introduce three consecu-
tive levels of extension. Thus, we enable any IFC-
viewer supporting IFC4 to visualize the exemplary in-
stance files created in the lowest level. The higher lev-
els then extend the standard IFC4 schema by tunnel-
specific semantic elements (Figure 1). 

The presented product model for shield tunnels 
fulfills the requirements on data exchange in the con-
text of the design and engineering of large infrastruc-
ture projects. As demanded by IFC modeling guide-
lines, our proposal provides a clear separation 
between semantic objects and the corresponding ge-
ometry. The concept also implements the association 
of semantic entities with a particular LoD in order to 
enable LoD-dependent model views. 

In order to maintain downward compatibility with 
the current IFC standard, we make use of the space 
structure concept provided by the IFC to model re-
finement relationships across the different LoDs. In 
the IFC standard, this concept is applied to provide a 
hierarchical aggregation structure for buildings (us-
ing IfcSite, IfcBuilding, etc.) and to organize them by 
means of the relationship IfcRelAggregates. In the 
proposed data model, this space structure concept is 
used to introduce corresponding spatial containers 
which describe different spaces of a tunnel. Addition-
ally, we make use of this space structure concept for 
modeling cross-LoD refinement relationships. 
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A key aspect of our approach is that the refinement 
hierarchy is created with the help of space objects, 
while physical objects are modeled on the finest level 
only. It allows us to use spaces as placeholders on 
coarser levels which prevents overlapping of physical 
objects. It differs from the multi-scale concept of 
CityGML, which allows the description of physical 
objects on every LoD (Borrmann et al., 2014b; Kolbe, 
2009). Additionally, the explicit dependencies de-
fined by the refinement relations allow the execution 
of cross-LoD consistency checks. 

The presented approach introduces five levels of 
detail. In LoD 1 the tunnel is geometrically repre-
sented by a curve describing the main axis. For the 
levels 2 to 4 a strict containment hierarchy is em-
ployed: The spaces on a finer level are fully included 
in a space provided by the coarser level. In the 5th 
LoD, each physical object is placed in one of the 
spaces of the coarser LoDs. Figure 2 depicts the main 
space objects and physical objects described by this 
extension schema. 

The feasibility of our approach is demonstrated by 
a collection of example files, describing an exemplary 
tunnel in different LoDs by using various methods of 
geometric representations that the IFC supports. The 

example files are available online and can be down-
loaded at: www.cms.bgu.tum.de/ifctunnel. 

In the first level of extension we create these mod-
els by employing the standard IFC4 schema and use 
IfcProxy objects to model the tunnel spaces. The 
models created this way can be displayed by any IFC 
viewer capable to read IFC4 files. In a second and 
third level of integration we introduce the specific 
tunnel entities and LOD-related information as de-
scribed in the proposed tunnel extension. These mod-
els can only be displayed in an IFC viewer that imple-
ments the proposed extension, though. 

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 
previous and related works as well as the theoretical 
background of this proposal are outlined. Section 3 
gives a description of the shield tunnel product model 
in terms of semantics and geometry. Section 4 shows 
the three levels of extension, which ensure downward 
compatibility. The final Section concludes the paper 
and summarizes its main findings. 

2 RELATED WORK AND THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND 

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is a compre-
hensive data model for the exchange of information 
in the domain of building design, engineering and 
construction (Liebich et al., 2013), which has been 
developed over the last decade by the international or-
ganization buildingSMART. IFC aims at being a ven-
dor-independent open data format to support the in-
teroperability in the AEC industry. The IFC data 
model is defined by the data modeling language 
EXPRESS, which is a part of the ISO standard 10303 
“STEP – Standard for the exchange of product model 
data”(Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2012). An important fea-
ture of the IFC model is the use of objectified rela-
tionships and inverse attributes. The IFC data model 
consists of several hundred entities, which enable the 

Figure 2. A 3D representation of the different LoDs of the multi-scale tunnel product model. 

Figure1. The three levels of extension. Models generated in 
Level 1 can be imported by any IFC4-capable viewer. 



description of the semantics and geometry of build-
ings and building parts. 

There is only little research that addresses the ex-
tension of the IFC model to enable the description of 
tunnel facilities. The first contributions date back al-
most 10 years to a fundamental study on the develop-
ment of a shield tunnel product model (Yabuki et al. 
2007). This proposal was further developed (Yabuki 
et al. 2013) but has not been integrated into the IFC 
standard as of yet. Another IFC-based date scheme 
for the representation of NATM tunnels has been de-
veloped by Lee et al. (2015). In Stascheit et al. (2013) 
a holistic IFC-based tunnel product model is dis-
cussed. It includes a ground data model and a tunnel 
boring machine model as well as a tunnel product 
model. This tunnel product model is based on the fol-
lowing approach by Borrmann et al. 

Under consideration of the preliminary work by 
Yabuki et al., a concept for a shield tunnel product 
model has been developed (Borrmann & Jubierre, 
2013; Borrmann et al., 2014b). This concept aims to 
fulfill the demands of data exchange in the context of 
the design and engineering of large infrastructure pro-
jects and forms the basis of the product model that is 
described in Section 3 in detail. As it is not yet part of 
the IFC this paper demonstrates its applicability by 
introducing a low level extension that can be used 
with current IFC viewers. 

An important aspect of the proposal by Borrmann 
et al. is the integration of multi-scale modeling into 
an infrastructure product model, which is a concept 
well established in the GIS domain. An important ex-
ample is CityGML, an XML-based data model for the 
representation of 3D city models, which comprises 
five LoDs (Kolbe, 2009). 

Multi-scale models provide different geometric 
representations of a semantic object in each LoD. 
These representations are then used to visualize the 
modeled buildings or infrastructure facilities in dif-
ferent scales. 

3 DESIGN OF THE SEMANTIC SHIELD 
TUNNEL PRODUCT MODEL 

The following section gives an overview of the design 
of the semantic and geometric parts of the proposed 
shield tunnel product model that was introduced by 
Borrmann et al. It is the basis for the three level ex-
tension approach that is shown in Section 4. 

The presented product model for shield tunnels 
aims to comply with the requirements of data ex-
change necessary for the design and engineering of 
large linear infrastructure projects, i.e. shield tunnels. 

In compliance with the IFC standard, the tunnel 
product model is based on a clear separation between 
semantic objects and the geometric representation of 
those objects. A key point is the association of each 
semantic entity with a particular LoD to achieve se-
mantic-geometric coherence of the overall model. 

The IFC standard provides a space structure con-
cept to provide a hierarchical aggregation structure 
for buildings (Figure 3). It uses IfcSite, IfcBuilding 
and IfcBuildingStorey objects and orders them by em-
ploying the relationship IfcRelAggregates. This space 
structure concept is used to model refinement rela-
tionships across the different LoDs in the proposed 
product model. Doing so, downward compatibility 
with the current IFC standard is maintained. 

Figure 2 depicts the defined LoDs 2-5 of the tunnel 
model as 3D views. The extensions that need to be 
added to the IFC data model to describe shield tunnel 
specific elements and enable multi-scale representa-
tions are listed in Figure 5. 

The extensions necessary to implement the pro-
posed tunnel model consist of space objects and phys-
ical objects in compliance with the IFC model. To 
group and to select all elements belonging to a certain 
level of detail, a new relationship entity is 

Figure 3. Left: Hierarchical space structure in the IFC 
standard. Right: Space aggregation structure in the pro-
posed extension. The prefix ‘Ifc’ is omitted. 

Figure 4. Space aggregation structure of a TunnelPart in the 
proposed extension. The prefix ‘Ifc’ is omitted.



used: IfcLoD. Instances of this entity aggregate all 
spatial and physical objects at a certain LoD. The 
LoD is specified by the entity’s attribute Level. To ex-
plicitly model the refinement hierarchy, aggregation 
relationships across the different LoDs are main-
tained. This is realized by the newly introduced rela-
tionship entity IfcIsRefinedBy, which inherits from 
IfcRelAggregates. 

The definition of the refinement hierarchy is real-
ized by the use of space objects as placeholders. The 
physical objects are modeled only on the highest level 
(Figure 2). This use of spaces as placeholders on 
coarser levels prevents an overlapping of physical ob-
jects, which could be wrongly interpreted as clashes, 
thus being fully compliant with the general IFC ap-
proach. On the contrary, the LoD concept of 
CityGML allows the description of physical objects 
on any LoD (Kolbe, 2009). 

On LoD 1, the tunnel is represented geometrically 
by a curve representing the alignment. To this end, 
the respective IfcTunnelPart object is associated with 
an IfcTunnelAxis. This object then refers to its geo-
metric representation in form of a curve representing 
the underlying alignment. The alignment is of major 
importance in the design and engineering of infra-
structure facilities such as tunnels and it is therefore 
essential for a product model to include alignment ob-
jects e.g. lines, arc segments and clothoids (Amann et 
al. 2013). 

The containment hierarchy of the levels 2 to 5 de-
fines that spaces on a finer level are completely in-
cluded in a space of the coarser level. For example, 
all the spaces defined in LoD 4 are refining the 
InteriorSpace of LoD3. The relations between these 

semantic objects is realized by the space structure 
concept and thereby creates the containment hierar-
chy (Figure 4). 

In the following listing the spaces of the LoDs 2-4 
are presented: 

 LoD 2: The FullTunnelSpace is used to provide 
an object that represents the complete outer 
bounding of the tunnel. 

 LoD 3: The three non-overlapping space objects 
AnnularGapSpace, LiningSpace and Interior-
Space refine the FullTunnelSpace 

 LoD 4: The InteriorSpace is refined by the space 
objects ClearanceSpace, FloorSpace, Track-
Space and ServiceSpace. 

In LoD 5 any physical object of the tunnel can be 
modeled and is also assigned to a certain space by the 
IfcContainedInSpatialStructure relationship. 

The proposed model makes use of very general en-
tities and provides them with an attribute to declare 
the specific type of an object based on a predefined 
enumeration. It is thereby avoided to define a partic-
ular entity to represents every element component, 
which is the case in the approaches described by 
Yabuki et al. and Lee et al. This general concept fol-
lows the principles of object-oriented modeling and 
the IFC modeling guidelines and allows easy mainte-
nance and extendibility (Borrmann et al., 2014b). 

By this paradigm the diverse tunnel spaces are not 
modeled as individual entities. Instead they are com-
bined in the entity IfcTunnelSpace, which provides a 
type attribute that explicitly defines the space types of 
the object (FullTunnelSpace, InteriorSpace, etc.). The 

Figure 5. UML class diagram depicting the introduced relationship and object classes.



same applies to the physical tunnel objects. The only 
objects that are modeled by a dedicated entity due to 
its importance and particular characteristics are the 
RingSegments. That means most objects have to be 
interpreted as instances of TunnelSpace or Tun-
nelElement, instead of as instances of a specific en-
tity. 

The level of detail concept is introduced into the 
class model with the help of a dedicated relationship 
entity IfcLoD, which is a subclass of the existing re-
lationship entity IfcRelAggregates. This relationship 
is used to assign instances of subclasses of IfcProduct 
to a given level of detail. Additionally, the relation-
ship entity IfcIsRefinedBy has been integrated for 
modeling the refinement relationships.  

4 ENABLING DOWNWARD COMPATIBILITY 

The concept described in Section 3 and the other ap-
proaches of creating a shield tunnel product model, 
which were listed in Section 2, are not yet imple-
mented in the IFC standard. Even up-to-date IFC-
viewers are not able to interpret the described models, 
as neither the extension of the IFC data model by se-
mantic shield tunnel objects nor the introduction of 
multi-LoD concepts into IFC are close to standardi-
zation. Thus, the possibilities to demonstrate the use 
of the developed data models are severely limited. 

Based on the product model presented in Sec-
tion 3, we created a set of schemas and corresponding 

instance files, to show the applicability of this ap-
proach. These schemas and instance files are pro-
vided in three different consecutive levels of exten-
sion and therefore enable downward compatibility 
with the current IFC4 standard (Figure 6). 

At www.cms.bgu.tum.de/ifctunnel we present ex-
ample shield tunnel models in different levels of de-
tail, which were created with the proposed product 
model extension. As only models of the first exten-
sion level can be displayed by IFC-viewers, we can 
only present images of these models. The IFC files 
are imported and displayed with the FZK Viewer de-
veloped at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
(“FZKViewer,” 2016). 

4.1 Overview 

On the lowest level of extension, we use the standard 
IFC4 schema without any tunnel-specific extensions. 
Instead, we make use of the IfcProxy entity for repre-
senting tunnel spaces and objects. The semantic de-
scription is provided by the Name attribute of the 
IfcProxy objects. The instance files created in this 
level of extension can be interpreted and visualized 
by any IFC4-capable viewer. 

On the second level the schema extends the stand-
ard IFC4 schema by tunnel-specific semantic ele-
ments, e.g. IfcTunnel, IfcTunnelPart and IfcTunnel-
Space. This extension (or a variation) is proposed to 
form part of a concept used in a future IFC for infra-
structure data model. 

Figure 6. Example IFC-files available at www.cms.bgu.tum.de/ifctunnel



The third level of extension expands the second 
level schema by entities that allow the explicit repre-
sentation of the levels of detail. On this level we in-
troduce the entities IfcLevelOfDetail and IfcRelIsRe-
finedBy. The entity IfcLOD defines the level of detail 
that a tunnel object belongs to IfcRelIsRefinedBy is 
used to describe the refinement relationships among 
the objects belonging to different LoDs. 

For each level, we generated examples with differ-
ent geometry representations. Which type of repre-
sentation is used when a model is generated should 
always depends on the geometric properties of an ob-
ject. This means that as far as possible implicit repre-
sentations should be preferred, while explicit repre-
sentations should only be used when no implicit 
representation is possible or available. 

The entities that are used for geometry representa-
tion purposes are listed as follows: 

 IfcFacetedBrep: A triangle-based explicit repre-
sentation of the elements’ geometry. 

 IfcAdvancedBrep: A NURBS-based explicit rep-
resentation of the elements’ geometry. We make 
use of the respective geometry entities intro-
duced in IFC4. NURBS representations are par-
ticularly advantageous in the context of tunnels, 
as their elements possess a high number of 
curved surfaces. 

 IfcExtrudedAreaSolid: An extrusion of the tunnel 
profile along a straight axis. By definition of the 
entity, the extrusion must be a straight path. 
Therefore, this geometry representation can only 
be used as an approximation, if the real geometry 
is based on a curved axis (linear approximation 
by segmentation). 

 IfcSweptDiskSolid: The geometry is created by 
sweeping a circular disk along a given axis. We 
created different examples, which use either an 
IfcCompositeCurve (a composition of linear and 
arc segments) or an IfcBSplineCurve as sweeping 
axis. As this representation supports only the 
sweeping of a circular disc, models on LoD 4 and 
LoD 5 cannot be modeled. 

 IfcFixedReferenceSweptAreaSolid: The geome-
try is created by sweeping an arbitrary closed 
profile along a given path. For the definition of 
the path the same methods as listed in the previ-
ous paragraph are used. As this representation 
supports the definition of arbitrary geometry, all 
levels of detail are modeled. 

4.2 Level 1 

We use the standard IFC4 schema without any tunnel-
specific extensions for the first level of extension. Ac-
cordingly, we model the Tunnel and TunnelPart ob-
jects by using the IfcProxy entity. The tunnel spaces 
(IfcFullTunnelSpace, IfcLiningSpace, etc.) as well as 

the physical objects (IfcTunnelElement) are also mod-
eled as instances of the IfcProxy entity. The relations 
between those objects is realized with IfcRelAggre-
gates. 

As the schema employed on the Level 1 is the 
standard IFC4 schema, any IFC viewer capable to 
read IFC4 files is able to display the model correctly. 

However, the tunnel-specific semantic infor-
mation can only be represented in a reduced manner, 
as the IfcProxy entity is applied. In order to associate 
the tunnel specific semantic information with the ob-
jects, we make use of the attribute Name of IfcProxy, 
which labels whether the object is a Tunnel, 
TunnelPart, a certain type of tunnel space or a tunnel 
element. The attribute ProxyType is left as 
Notdefined. 

On the first level, there is not yet an explicit repre-
sentation of the different levels of detail, as an inte-
gration of this concept is not supported by the current 
IFC4 schema. 

4.3  Level 2 

For the second level of integration we introduce the 
tunnel entities described in the proposed model exten-
sion. Hence, our examples start with the compulsory 
IfcProject and IfcSite objects. Then we incorporate 
the new IfcTunnel and IfcTunnelPart objects as is 
shown in Figure 3. 

We do not use the IfcProxy object to represent 
these objects and the different spaces, but the IfcTun-
nel-spaces as defined in the extension model. Thus, 
we are able to model the complete tunnel-specific se-
mantic information by containing it in the attributes 
of the introduced entities. Although we do not intro-
duce the LoD concept yet, we structure the spaces un-
der the same hierarchy we introduced in Figure 3 
and 4 by means of IfcRelAggregate. 

The examples on the second level are based on a 
customary extension of the IFC product model, which 
is not yet part of the standard. Therefore, the resulting 
examples cannot be interpreted by any of the cur-
rently available IFC-viewers. 

4.4  Level 3 

Only on the third and highest level of extension, we 
introduce the aggregation entities IfcLod and IfcRelIs-
RefinedBy, which substitute IfcRelAggregates used in 
the previous levels. The aggregation IfcLod is used to 
connect the different spaces and elements with 
IfcTunnelPart. This way, a capable viewer can filter 
the model based on the levels of detail and thereby 
show only relevant information. IfcIsRefinedBy is 
used to reproduce the hierarchical structure of spaces 
and physical elements. 

Moreover, when the aggregation is done between 
a space and an element, the aggregation IfcRelCon-
tainedInSpatialStructure is maintained. This allows 



the standard IFC viewers to recognize the relation be-
tween the spatial structure and the element contain-
ment independently of the level of detail. 

The examples generated within this extension 
level are also based on an extension of the IFC prod-
uct model. Therefore, they cannot be interpreted by 
any of the currently available IFC viewers. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The current version of the IFC standard is not well 
suited for representing and exchanging product mod-
els of infrastructure facilities. 

This paper gives an overview of the concept for a 
future extension of the IFC standard in order to enable 
the detailed modeling and exchange of shield tunnels 
product models. The planning of such large infra-
structure facilities requires the consideration of dif-
fering scales. Therefore, the proposed extension in-
troduces the concept of multi-scale modeling by 
enabling the representation of objects in different lev-
els of detail. 

Based on the presentation of the product model, 
the paper focuses on the issue of compatibility be-
tween the proposed model extension and current ap-
plications for interpreting IFC-files. As the definition 
is not yet included in the IFC standard, there are no 
IFC-viewers capable of importing IFC-files that use 
shield tunnel specific entities. 

Therefore, we present the shield tunnel product 
model in three consecutive levels of extension. This 
gradual approach provides a low level implementa-
tion that does not require an extension of the existing 
IFC 4 standard, but introduces the concept of the pre-
sented product model by using the IfcProxy entity. 
This downward compatibility allows existing IFC-
viewers to interpret example files generated in scope 
of this research. Only on the second and third level of 
extension, new IFC entities are defined to model tun-
nel- or LoD-specific objects and relations. 

By the introduction of the shield tunnel product 
model in these three levels of extension we aim at 
demonstrating the use of the developed data model. 
Thereby, we present the advantages of the product 
model and show how the application of the proposed 
approach can be applied.  
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